Taking as a starting point the oratories from various religions at Barajas airport's different terminals, Madrid, we have noticed the difficulties that interreligious dialogue presents when a deep link among religions is sought: incompatible doctrinal systems, unconceivable inclusivism, the assumptions that the mind works with or the difficulties involved in considering religions as variations of the 'Same'. However, we live, feel and think in a generalised awareness, promoted by what Pope Benedict XVI accurately calls 'dogma of relativism'. This makes the believer consider the elements separating them or making them insuperable enclosures as incomprehensible. They feel encouraged to visit other religions' temples and embark upon their own interreligious dialogue by a simple participation. An increasing number of believers take part in other religions. This loss of religious impermeability does not generally affect the very core of the believer's religious identity, but to certain areas it that act as strategies of religious transcendence.
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